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Iconic sealing tape
just got even better
3M recently added a new product to the iconic Scotch tape family: the Scotch®
High Tack Box Sealing Tape 375+, an industrial packaging tape used for box sealing,
splicing, recouperage and other packaging applications, which the company
believes will be useful particularly for box sealing applications in the e-commerce
industry. Building on the highly used and respected Scotch 375 product, Scotch
375+ provides a secure seal with one of the highest performance tapes of those with
similar construction in the market, offering a quicker stick and hold than other
packaging tapes. David Bierman, Global Packaging Solutions Business Manager,
believes this upgraded product is another example of how 3M innovation provides
excellent performance and secure containment for multiple applications.

painting complain about the problems
with tape used for these paint jobs.
The twenty-three year old then lab
assistant got the idea to create a new
tape that would create a seal so that
the paint wouldn’t get through and yet
also come off clean without leaving any
sticky residue that ruined the paint
finish. Drew used the adhesive that 3M
utilised in the construction of its
sandpaper as a starting point and after

3M is a highly diversified industrial

3M’s focus on innovation and creation
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different types of adhesives “Scotch”

from medical and office supplies to

Scotch tape, Richard Drew from
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electronic circuitry. Mr. Bierman cites
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manufacturing, global capabilities,
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strong brands and technologies, and
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new tape to other imaginative uses.
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That ingenuity hasn’t flagged for a

as their fundamental strengths. “One
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moment since, and it seems the

example are the adhesives that we

samples
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combine
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automotive shops for testing, where he
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local
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endless.

Scotch®

corrosive shield on the Goodyear
blimp, covered cracks in the soft shells
of fertilized pigeon and turkey eggs –
which then hatched, and repaired
airplane rudders. A 1946 Taylorcraft
airplane was disabled after cows ate
the resin-coated fabric on the plane’s
rudder section. The plane’s owner
taped the remaining fabric over the
hole-ridden section and flew away.
The newest version of this now iconic
product family, the Scotch® High Tack
Box Sealing Tape 375+ is designed to
stick to highly recycled boxes, and stay
closed throughout the supply chain
journey, even in rough packaging or
handling

conditions.

With

its

consistent, pressure sensitive, highperformance, hot melt synthetic rubber
adhesive system, the upgraded tape
adheres rapidly to a variety of surfaces.
Coated with a 10 percent renewable
component adhesive, it adheres well to

heavier weight boxes and hard-to-stick
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having to stop production to re-tape

should also help reduce concession

makes the new sealing tape particularly

any boxes – ensuring the high-speed

rates (as boxes will remain sealed

suitable

in

packaging line ran with optimal

during transport, thus reducing open

e-commerce. Each day, millions of

efficiency. 3M has also shared a fiber

package returns). “The tape performs

consumers expect packages from

pull demonstration showing the

well through temperature ranges,”

ecommerce fulfilment centers to arrive

performance of Scotch 375+ versus two

adds Mr. Bierman. “Boxes stay closed

on time and undamaged. That means

competitors, proving how much paper

through all types of conditions typical

no bottlenecks or delays on high-speed

fiber the tape pulls off a recycled

in shipping and storage environments.”

packaging lines due to ineffective box

corrugate box upon removal. The

sealing tape – an issue less likely to

higher the percentage of fiber pull, the

occur with the Scotch® High Tack Box

stronger the Scotch® 375+ tape bond is

Sealing Tape 375+.

to the box.

The product was launched at PACK
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While the product’s commercial launch

production line, he emphasises: “It’s
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essential for our customers to keep the
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ensured that the tape can be applied by
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product line application at a large

hand dispensers, semi-automatic and

Website: www.3m.com

ecommerce customer, Scotch® 375+

automatic machines, virtually jam free.

